THE
URGENCY OF
CIRCULAR
BUSINESS
MODELS

TOOL INTRODUCTION
The Urgency for Circular Business Models slides help you to establish a baseline
understanding of why circular business models are critically needed in the apparel industry.

TOOL USAGE
Time: ± 45 minutes
People: Team
Suggested to complete ﬁrst: 7 Elements of the Circular Economy tool

STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE
●
●

Select one facilitator to familiarise themselves with the slides and update them if
needed.
Share the slides with your team as pre-reading, or gather your team together, and
present the slides to them.

For more guidance, see Module 1 on the Circular Toolbox at
www.thecirculartoolbox.com/getting-started

REDUCE
the mountain
Build the data, technology and
infrastructure needed to
valorize textile waste at
end-of-use.

To achieve a zero
waste textiles
industry we need
to

PREVENT
the mountain
Increase the capacity of
industry to assess and adopt
circular design and circular
business models .

THE
CHALLENGE

A shift towards fast fashion in the past two decades has
led to the dramatic decrease of the practical service life of
clothes (how long they are actually worn) compared to
their technical service life (how long they could be worn).
●

Consumers buy 60% more & keep for half as long.1

●

We are now producing over 100 billion garments per
year.2
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●

Up to 70% of closets go unworn.3

●

33% women wear items less than ﬁve times before
discarding4

●

In Britain, one in three young women consider clothes
‘old’ after wearing them once or twice.5

THE
CHALLENGE

Source: Quantis (2018). Measuring Fashion.
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The fast cycle of buying and disposing of clothes drives
demand for nonstop manufacturing and contributes to the
fashion industry’s wastefulness and polluting impact.
●

The industry’s climate change impact increased by
35% between 2005 and 2016, with increased
consumption per capita as a key driver.

●

Under a business as usual scenario, we can expect a
further increase of 49% in climate change impact by
2030.

‘60% OF THE
ACCELERATED ABATEMENT*
POTENTIAL LIES
IN DECARBONISING
UPSTREAM OPERATIONS,
20% LIES IN BRANDS’
OWN OPERATIONS,
AND 20% RELIES
ON ENCOURAGING
SUSTAINABLE CONSUMER
BEHAVIOURS’

*Abatement refers to the reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions that the fashion industry is responsible for.'
Source: McKinsey & Company. (2020). Fashion on Climate.
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THE
SOLUTION.

Extending the active service life of garments is
considered one of the most eﬀective ways to
reduce the overall impact of the clothing
industry.
Optimising the use of clothing...
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1.

...could contribute to decreasing the
need for production of new garments
and

2.

...reduces the growing volumes of
textile waste that are generated every
year.

THE
SOLUTION.

A focus on sustainable materials to drive impact
reduction is not going to be suﬃcient, since a
large part of the problem is how much we
produce and consume and how we use and
dispose of garments.
The industry needs to consume and use products
more eﬀectively so we can decrease demand and
the need for new production.
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Circular business models like garment resale,
rental and subscription, optimise the practical
service life of garments. These models promise to
do more with less and to reduce the total
environmental impact required to fulﬁll the
needs of a growing consumer population.

‘BY 2030, WE NEED TO
LIVE IN A WORLD IN WHICH
1 IN 5 GARMENTS ARE
TRADED THROUGH CIRCULAR
BUSINESS MODELS.’
Source: McKinsey & Company. (2020). Fashion on Climate.
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THE
OPPORTUNITY.

Established fashion brands that will embrace new
ownership models will further their relevance
to consumers and reap additional beneﬁts:
➢

Reduce environmental impact

➢

Increase revenue or margin per single item

➢

Control existing second hand markets

➢

Tap into new customer segments

➢

Speak to the attitudes and values of a new
generation

➢

Increase footfall an strengthen the relationship
with your customer
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RESALE
MARKET
GROWTH
●

The resale market is growing
faster than traditional retail
market with 15% annually.

●

Within 10 years, the resale
market could be bigger than
fast fashion

Source: ThredUp 2020 Market Report
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CAGR of traditional thrift and donation: 6%
CAGR of resale: 39%
Compared to 3% for all apparel retail

2019
● $28 billion overall
● $7 billion resale
● $21 billion thrift &
donation

2024
● $64 billion overall
● $36 billion resale
● $28 billion thrift &
donation

RENTAL
MARKET
GROWTH
●

The rental market is
projected to grow faster
than traditional retail
market with 11%

CAGR of Rental: 8.6%
Compared to 3% for all apparel retail

2019
$1.26 billion
SOURCE: Global Online Clothing Rental
Market, Forecast to 2025 ResearchAndMarkets.com
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2025
$2.08 billion

‘AS DEMAND GROWS, BRANDS WILL
NEED TO IMPLEMENT CIRCULAR
BUSINESS MODELS IN
COLLABORATION WITH RETAILERS
AND UPSTREAM VALUE CHAIN
PLAYERS OR RISK LOSING BOTH
CONTROL OF THEIR PRODUCTS
AND THE ADDITIONAL VALUE THEY
HOLD AFTER SALE.’
Source: McKinsey & Company. (2020). Fashion on Climate.
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RENTAL ONE-OFF

RENTAL SUBSCRIPTION

RENTAL LEASING

RECOMMERCE

Solutions where consumers rent garments for
one-off occasions and needs, often for a special
occasion and at a fraction of the price of
purchase. Garments can be rented from either
the brand itself, a curated platform or other
consumer.

Solutions where consumers pay a monthly fee to
have a ﬁxed number of garments on loan at any
one time, different exchange models are
possible. Garments can be rented from either
the brand itself or a curated platform.

Solutions where consumer pays a ﬁxed
periodical fee for a set time after which they can
either buy the product for a small fee or
exchange it for a new one (and extend/renew
their lease). Garments can be rented from either
the brand itself or a curated platform.

Solutions where garments are recovered and
resold by the original retailer.

1 Trove B2B
2 The Renewal Workshop B2B
3 CaaStle B2B

4 Partnership with ThredUp, customers receive brand discount voucher
5 Lizee B2B

Source: Fashion for Good. (2020). Own analysis.
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EXISTING BRAND INITIATIVES IN 2019
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RENTAL ONE-OFF

RENTAL SUBSCRIPTION

RENTAL LEASING

RECOMMERCE

Solutions where consumers rent garments for
one-off occasions and needs, often for a special
occasion and at a fraction of the price of
purchase. Garments can be rented from either
the brand itself, a curated platform or other
consumer.

Solutions where consumers pay a monthly fee to
have a ﬁxed number of garments on loan at any
one time, different exchange models are
possible. Garments can be rented from either
the brand itself or a curated platform.

Solutions where consumer pays a ﬁxed
periodical fee for a set time after which they can
either buy the product for a small fee or
exchange it for a new one (and extend/renew
their lease). Garments can be rented from either
the brand itself or a curated platform.

Solutions where garments are recovered and
resold by the original retailer.

1 Trove B2B
2 The Renewal Workshop B2B
3 CaaStle B2B
4 Partnership with TheRealReal, customers receive
brand discount voucher

5 About You facilitated by RE-NT
6 Lizee B2B
7 Stuffstr
8 Collaboration with DePop

9 Partnership with Thredup
10 x Fashionphile

Source: Fashion for Good. (2020). Own analysis.

EXISTING BRAND INITIATIVES IN 2020

THE
IMPACT.

Resale
●

By extending the active life of clothing by 3 months
it can save 4% carbon emissions and extending by
9 months can save up to 8%, by oﬀsetting the need
to manufacture and consume new garments as
frequently.

●

Reuse business models have been shown to
displace up to 60% of new purchases while
extending the life of garments sold.

Rental
●

Source: WRAP (2017), Valuing our clothes
Source: QSA Partners (2020), Does Buying Pre-Loved
Clothing Mean Buying Less New?
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Data on potential impact savings in rental models
is limited. Available data suggests that if rental
model can eﬀectively optimise a garment service
life and keep other impacts to a minimum
(transport, laundry, or packaging, for example),
substantial impact reductions can be achieved.

THE IMPACT: WHAT TO KEEP IN MIND
WHEN IMPLEMENTING A CIRCULAR
BUSINESS MODEL
Displacement rate
Is the rented/reused item displacing the
purchase of something new?
Utilisation rate
Will the item be used more actively compared to
a non-rented or reused item?
Operational impacts
Does the model still have a net impact reduction
when considering the impacts of logistics,
laundry, packaging and textile waste streams?

Design for cyclability
Is the model incentivising the brand to design
their products for for durability and/or
recyclability?
Customer communication and engagement
Is the messaging incentivising sustainable
behaviour? Is there alignment with overall brand
values/identity?

CONCLUSION
So, you should now have a better understanding of why circular
business models are urgently needed to reduce the industry’s
environmental impact. You should also have a clearer picture of who
is already active in the ﬁeld and a better understanding of key
factors to keep in mind when designing a circular business model so
as to optimise the life of garments and maximise positive impact.

With this information in mind, it’s now time to progress to the next
step of the toolbox!

WE’D LOVE YOU FEEDBACK!

HOW LIKELY ARE YOU TO RECOMMEND THIS TOOLBOX
TO A FRIEND OR COLLEAGUE?

Unlikely at all
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4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Clicking on a number will open a feedback form in a new tab. You can submit your
rating alone, or provide additional points of feedback if you have some time!

Do you have questions about this tool? Let us know via this form.

Extremely likely

